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Abstract 

The design of solid-state materials whose properties and functions can be           

manipulated in a controlled manner by the application of electron beam irradiation is             

important in modern materials chemistry and physics. In this paper, we present a             

progress in the development of scalable electron beam irradiation platform to obtain            

innovative materials for technological and industrial applications, since one of the           

problems to be solved in this research area is the scalability of these new nanomaterials               

induced by electron beam irradiation (EBI). In particular, we focus on carbon structures             

due to its excellent and exciting properties applied in the technological area in the last               

years, where we show for the first time a new strategy for carbon allotropic              

transformation through the portable EBI. This new platform is particularly effective,           

fast, versatile, clean and easy-to-use, facilitating the preparation of many types of            

nanomaterials that cannot be obtained by conventional chemical and physical methods.           

The EBI on flat graphite pellets resulted in a covering of it surface with rod-like               

particles composed of different allotropic forms of carbon. Furthermore, the developed           

system allowed the implantation of the Fe as a catalytic material through steel sputtering              

of the high voltage acceleration anode during the EBI process. It was observed by              

HRTEM analyses that the rod-like particles are preferentially composed of highly           

oriented graphite in its bottom, polycrystalline graphite in its middle and magnetite            



nanoparticles in its top. 

 

1. Introduction 

The development of manufacturing technologies that allow the efficient and          

sustainable manipulation of the properties and functions of nanomaterials in a           

straightforward and controlled manner by the application of electrons or light has drawn             

the attention of several researchers in modern science and engineering[1]. To directly            

observe the response of materials, the electron beam (EB) source of a transmission             

electron microscope or scanning electron microscope can be focused on fine sizes (i.e.             

subnanometer sizes) and easily operated to scan a surface up to millimeters.  

The evolution of structural and electronic changes under EB irradiation is the            

focus of many research studies[2,3], which have unveiled related applications[4–8] that           

open the opportunity to create a versatile tool for nanotechnology[9,10]. The study of             

EB-matter interactions is a multidisciplinary subject devoted to understand, predict and           

investigate such phenomena; it provides a new and feasible tool to design the structures              

of materials at the nanometer or single nanoparticle level, which is essential for both              

fundamental research[5,11–15] and potential technological applications[16–20].  

The progress in this field, from EB-induced material transformations to          

atomically precise doping and multi-atom assembly, has been undergoing a paradigm           

shift from atomic realms towards new dynamic concepts able to tailor the            

magnetic[21,22], electrical[22–24], optical[25], transport and catalytic properties of        

materials[26–29], which may have applications in nanotechnology[5,30–32]. This       

phenomenon occurs through a mechanism involving elastic interactions (knock-on         

mechanism) and excitation-related processes with concomitant appearance of breaking,         

forming or rearrangement of chemical bonds present in the specimen. Firstly, the            

electron-hole generation may occur, creating defects, which in turn provoke changes in            

the microstructure and electronic distribution of the material. Secondly, it may also lead             

to the formation of phase segregation and lattice defects, such as the production of              

vacancies[23,33–35] defect clusters and dislocations[36–40], which modify the crystal         

lattice of the material.  

Therefore, there is still plenty of room for significant improvements to gain more             

insight into the behavior of the materials under EB irradiation. Innovative strategies can             

be employed to understand the interactions between the electrons and the irradiated            

solid so as to correctly interpret experiments, minimize artifacts and take advantage of             

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/physics-and-astronomy/nanotechnology


the EB irradiation. In this way, science and technology are advancing at the same pace,               

and a new class of phenomena may contribute to novel technological capabilities.  

The main novelty of the present work is the development of new equipment for              

the irradiation of materials by an EB source in order to make the production of materials                

scalable and viable. The developed EBI equipment brings several inherent advantages           

over conventional methods (e.g. TEM equipment), such as compact size, low cost of             

manufacturing, wide and uniform EB, possible operation in low and high vacuum, and             

insertion of gases via a flow control system. In addition, the device offers the user ease                

and safe operation with a high reproducibility rate. Since this EB processing technology             

also has high precision, high efficiency, mature control method and fast developing            

speed, it can be seen as a new and feasible method for the material processing industry.                

As a result of this investigation, we provide a new strategy for the design of carbon                

allotropic transformations from graphite to graphene through EB irradiation.  

 

1.1 Electron beam irradiation equipment  

 

The EBI equipment includes a high voltage power source, an electron accelerator            

and a vacuum chamber. The electron energy is increased by means of three circular              

non-magnetic stainless-steel anodes (low-, medium- and high-voltage accelerators)        

designed with a central aperture for the uniform acceleration of electrons. The cathode             

consists of a piece of non-magnetic stainless-steel material in a tapered shape to focus              

on the electrons produced from the tungsten (W) filament. Since it is a software-assisted              

system, it is possible to control some parameters, such as high voltage applied to the               

three accelerators, electron beam, filament current, heating, cooling units for the           

specimen holder, gas injection system and vacuum, in order to obtain the reproducibility             

in materials modification. 

A security system against the effects of ionizing radiation (X-rays) from the            

deceleration of high-energy electrons was implemented. The electron accelerator zones          

are protected to avoid direct contact with the equipment during the irradiation process.             

A wireless Geiger counter for mobile devices is used to measure the ionizing radiation              

(α-, β- and γ-particles, and X-rays). As auxiliary protection, a lead plate housing was              

designed and implemented against the ionizing radiation generated during the          

irradiation process. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the EBI equipment.  



Fig 1 – Schematic representation of the developed electron beam irradiation system            
(EBIS), showing the main components used for the process automation applied for the             
allotropic carbon transformation. The EBI system is composed by three voltage           
acceleration anodes (low voltage - LV, medium voltage – MV, and high voltage - HV),               
gas injection module, vacuum control and ionizing radiation protection system during           
the irradiation process. 
 

1.2 Carbon allotropic transformations through electron beam irradiation  

 

As reported in the literature, carbon structures can suffer structural modifications           

through the interaction with an EB source[41–44] since the morphological          

modifications are closely related to structural changes[45]. 

Graphite is formed from stable plates of sp2 carbon, i.e., three σ bonds and one               

π bond[46]. These plates have a structure that can receive electrons and undergo             

profound modifications. When an electron beam strikes the graphite surface, there are            

inelastic shocks that modify the bonds, bond angles and dihedral angles, forming            

pseudo sp3 carbon bonds. As a consequence, there is the formation of a structure similar               

to a fullerene molecule[43,47,48]. This molecule can turn into a one-dimensional           

carbon nanotube structure[41,49–52]. This phenomenon occurs because the plates are          

graphene, which has a single dissolution relationship similar to a photon. In this way,              

the electron transport is almost perfect, with a quantum transformation reaction to form             

different carbon structures. In order to acquire a deeper insight into these morphologies,             

a cross-sectional analysis of all pellets was also performed. 

Transition metals such as Fe, Ni, Co, Cr, Os, Ru and Mo can be used to catalyze                 



the growth of single or multi-walled carbon nanotubes and fullerenes (C60, C70,            

etc.)[53–57]. The ability of a transition metal to catalyze the formation of carbon             

nanotubes is directly linked to the possibility of carbon diffusion in these materials, the              

degradation capacity of carbon compounds and the ability of these metals to form             

carbides[54,58]. It is also known that the particle size and morphology of the catalyst              

are directly associated with the nanotube diameter and growth orientation[59–62]. In the            

electron beam process, the catalytic material from the electron accelerators is transferred            

to the surface of the graphite pellet. Since the energy of the basal planes of the graphite                 

layers is smaller than that of the catalyst planes, the process of forming cylindrical              

planes becomes favorable, resulting in the formation of carbon nanotubes[54,63]. The           

graphite structure is composed of several layers of carbon that interact with each other              

by van der Waals interactions, forming a packing of layers along the z-axis with a               

3D-type structure. Each layer is composed of sp2-hybridized carbons organized in rings            

of hexagonal arrangement with a 2D sheet[64–67]. An external disturbance, such as            

electron beam irradiation, can overcome the Coulombic potential in the van der Waals             

interaction, resulting in the exfoliation of the graphite structure, and consequently the            

appearance of a secluded 2D sheet of sp2 carbons. The exfoliation of graphite leads to               

the graphene structure, i.e., a few numbers of packaged layers. Since these layers are              

practically isolated compared to bulk graphite, they exhibit intrinsic behavior and           

properties due to the lower number of interacting layers that results in higher exposure              

of delocalized π bonds, which confers the graphene structure unique electrical           

properties[68].  

The carbon allotropy has a diversity of possible structures that can exist from 0              

to 3D structures. These structures can become another type by modification processes,            

such as electron beam irradiation[41,43,48,69], catalytic transformations[42,70–72], etc.        

As reported by Geim and Novoselov, a graphene sheet is considered as a source for all                

graphitic forms, behaving as a building material for transformations of all other            

dimensionalities of carbon structures. A graphene sheet can be wrapped to form            

fullerene structures (0D), rolled to form carbon nanotubes (1D) and packaged to form             

graphite structures (3D)[73]. 

Furthermore, some defects in the graphene sheet can induce changes in the            

geometry conformation of carbons and the type of carbon rings, leading to structural             

transformations. One of these transformations is the inverse Stone–Wales (ISW) defect,           

which causes the migration of carbon atoms to another position in the structure,             



resulting in the change from hexagonal to pentagonal and heptagonal rings of carbons.             

This type of defect is so-called (7557) defect due to the presence of two pentagonal               

rings sharing two carbon atoms with two adjacent heptagonal rings[74–76]. The most            

interesting feature of the ISW defects is the transformations that can occur in the 2D               

carbon sheet, such as the deformation (bending) of the sheet in relation to the z-axis,               

leading to a convex-like sheet[75]. This deformation originates from the formation of            

single point defects in the graphene sheet. The deformation of 2D sheet favors the              

rolling process to form carbon nanotubes. Besides the single defect, multiple ISW            

defects can also be formed in 2D sheets, that is, the formation of 6 points of ISW                 

defects near each other[74]. These multiple ISW defects are responsible for the            

formation of 0D fullerene, which are in the form of C60 molecule extruded from the 2D                

graphene sheet by the out-of-plane defects (z-axis). One way to produce ISW defects is              

by electron beam irradiation of 2D graphene sheets, which in turn tends to induce              

allotropic transformations of carbon structures[77–79]. In addition, according to the          

literature the electron beam irradiation of buckminsterfullerene (C60) can induce the           

coalescence process of this structure, resulting in the formation of carbon           

nanotubes[41,49,50].  

 

2. Material and methods  

 

2.1 Preparation of pellets for electron beam irradiation 

 

The commercial graphite powder (20 mg for each pellet) was cold-pressed at a             

pressure of 500 MPa in a die mold with a diameter of 5 mm, resulting in 1mm thickness                  

circular pellets. Three pellets were prepared for each electron beam irradiation time in             

order to guarantee the reproducibility of the developed system and its use in the              

characterization techniques.  

 

2.2 EBI process 

 

The graphite pellets were submitted to an irradiation process by the portable            

developed Electron Beam Irradiation (EBI) system at an acceleration voltage of 20 kV             

and current of 15 mA for 1, 2, 4, 16 and 8 min. The irradiation was carried out under                   



low vacuum (10-3 mTorr) with a 25mm diameter target area. The different times of              

electron beam irradiation were proposed in order to observe the electron interaction in             

the growth of rod-like carbon structures from graphite pellets.  

 

2.3 Characterization 

 

2.3.1 Scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and 3D surface reconstruction 

 

In order to investigate the morphological characteristics of the prepared          

irradiated pellets as a function of the total electron dose, Field emission gun scanning              

electron microscopy (FE-SEM) was performed on a FEI microscope (Model Inspect           

F50) operating at 5 kV.  

The images collected by FE-SEM were analyzed and treated with the software             

Mountains Map Universal, Digital Surf Version 8.0 (Digital Surf, Besançon, France) to            

generate the 3D reconstruction of the surface topography of all samples. This technique             

consists of overlapping two captured sample images at different angles to obtain the             

projection of image depth. The inclination angle of the microscope stage is extremely             

important to obtain significant 3D information from SEM images that correspond to the             

identical characteristics of the surface. For this study, for each dose of electron beam              

irradiation we used the image capture of 0° and 5°. The magnification used was              

50,000X, and the work distance was kept constant at 4 mm for both images. 

 

2.3.2 Focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) 

 

A Focused Ion Beam (FIB) FEI Nova 600 Nano Lab microscope with gallium             

ion sources was used in the characterization and cross-sectional experiments of the            

graphite structure. The graphite pellet irradiated by electron beam for 32 min was fixed              

to the sample holder by carbon tape and inserted into the chamber. The stage was then                

tilted to an angle of 52° and placed at a working distance of 5 mm. A voltage of 16 kV                    

and a current of 0.24 nA were established for the cross-section cut into a circular area                

with a diameter of 6 mm, in which the cut steps were performed by 100 to 100 nm (FIB                   

video1) in order to observe and understand the growth mechanism of these structures.  

The SEM-EDS technique was specifically used in the structure characterization          

to determine the chemical (qualitative) composition of the material. Energy Scattering           



X-Ray Spectrometry analysis (EDS) was performed using an Oxford Instruments          

X-Max Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) with a 10-kV acceleration voltage to collect the             

constituent elements of the rod-like structures. 

 

2.3.3 X-Ray diffraction (XRD) 

 

The crystal structure and long-range ordering of all prepared pellets were           

characterized by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) in a D/Max-2500PC diffractometer (Rigaku,          

Japan) using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å) in the range of 10-110° 2θ at a scan rate                   

of 0.5° min-1. 

 

2.3.4 Micro-Raman scattering spectroscopy 

 

Micro-Raman scattering spectroscopy measurements were performed to       

investigate the structural short-range ordering of the pristine and irradiated graphite           

pellets using a Bruker spectrometer (model Senterra) with an excitation laser of 785 nm              

(wavelength) and operating power of 50 mW. 

 

2.3.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)  

 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements were carried out to determine the          

surface composition of all pellet samples using a XPS Scienta Omicron ESCA+            

spectrometer (Germany) with monochromatic Al Kα radiation of 1486.7 eV. The           

binding energies of all elements were calibrated with reference to the C 1s peak at 284.8                

eV.  

 

2.3.6 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

 

Transmission electron microscopy analyses were conducted in order to         

determine and understand the structural properties of the rod-like structures obtained by            

electron beam irradiation using a JEOL JEM 2100F. EDS measurements with a 200-kV             

voltage were performed to identify and quantify the elemental composition throughout           

the rod-like particles. 

The graphite pellet irradiated for 32 min was immersed in a beaker containing             



isopropyl alcohol and submitted to an ultrasonic bath (frequency) for 2 min, aiming the              

withdrawal of the rod-like structures formed on the pellet surface. The resulting            

suspension was dropped in a holy-carbon grid for the TEM analysis. 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1 Scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and 3D surface reconstruction 

 

Fig. 2 shows the FE-SEM images of the surface and cross-section of pristine and              

electron-beam irradiated pellets (2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 min). Fig. 2a-b, Fig. 2c-d, Fig. 2e-f,                

Fig. 2g-h, Fig. 2i-j, Fig. 2k-l shows the top of view and a cross-section image of G-0,                 

G-2, G-4, G-8, G-16 and G-32 samples, respectively. As it can be seen in Fig. 2a, the                 

surface of the pristine graphite pellet is composed of plates containing a few hundreds              

of nanometers, resulting in a flat and compact surface. These characteristics were            

confirmed by the cross-section image in Fig. 2b. As the graphite pellet was exposed to               

electron beam irradiation for 2 min, a rod-like structure grew throughout its surface             

(Fig. 2c-d), resulting in a full covering of such surface. With the increase of the               

irradiation time, these rod-like structures were also observed on the whole surface of the              

graphite pellets. However, there was an increase in the length of these rods as a function                

of irradiation time, according to Fig. 2. It can be observed in the cross-section images               

that these rods grew above the graphite plates. Such structures are expected to arise              

from the flat surface plates by the transformation of graphite. Besides that, an increase              

in the rod thickness was also observed with the increase of the irradiation time. This               

effect became more evident in the pellet irradiated for 32 min (Fig. 2k-l), when a               

sintering process of adjacent rods occurred.  



 

Fig 2 – FE-SEM images of the surface and cross-section of pristine carbon and (a-b)               
pellets irradiated by electron beam for different times of exposure dose: (c-d) 2 min,              
(e-f) 4 min, (g-h) 8 min, (i-j) 16 min and (k-l) 32 min, respectively.  
 

Aiming to analyze the rod-like structures generated by electron beam irradiation,           

the pellet irradiated for 32 min, which presented the longest rods, was immersed in a               

beaker containing isopropyl alcohol, and subsequently submitted to an ultrasonic bath           

for 5 min to remove a fraction of the rods from the pellet surface. Fig. 3 displays                 

FE-SEM images of the withdrawn rods, as it is observed in Fig. 3a,b the rods are                

composed of vertically arranged plates attached to flat horizontal plates in the pellet             

surface.  



 

Fig. 4 – FE-SEM images of G-32 (a-b) rod-like particles and respective zoom at the               
base of the particle structure, (b) bottom view of the rod-like structure and (c) a               
disrupted region that corresponds to the ground of the rod-like particles and respective             
average width. 
 

From the disrupted region corresponding to the base of the rod in Fig. 3c,d, we               

can see a sliding of the graphite layers originating from the graphite plates where the               

rods started to grow. As a result, there is an increase in the rod width compared to the                  

shorter irradiation times. Another feature regarding the rods is the difference in the             

morphological structure between the base and the top. It is clearly observed that the top               

is a region of lower diameter and structure than the base and has a pointed shape.                

According to this, it is expected that both regions have different physical-chemical            

behaviors[80]. Although several works studied the effect of electron beam irradiation on            

graphite samples, the study on morphological rod-like structures such as those obtained            

in this work is a relatively new subject. It should be noted that three parameters were                

changed: the high density of electrons in graphite, the low vacuum with the existence of               

a low oxygen density and the presence of iron oxide acting as a catalyst for               

buckminsterfullerene and carbon nanotubes. 

Fig. 4 shows the isometric and cross-sectional view of the 3D surface            

topography of the pristine and carbon pellets irradiated by electron beam (for 2, 4, 8, 16                

and 32 min), where it is possible to see how the formation and growth of these                

microstructures as well as their topographic characteristics occur according to the           

irradiation dose (video file1).  



 

Fig. 4 – 3D reconstruction of the pellet surface with respective height (ht) and              
width(wd) for each irradiated sample (a) G-0; (b) G-2; (c) G-4; (d) G-8; (e) G-16 and (f)                 
G-32.  
 

In order to verify a trend in the graphite transformation and growth of these              

rod-like structures, the rod average lengths of these pellets were plotted against the             

irradiation time (Fig. 6a). We can see that the height and width of the rod-like structure                

increases with the irradiation time, which was fitted with a polynomial function.            

Hereupon, the rate constant for the height (k1) and the width (k2) for the growth of these                 

rod-like structures as a function of the electron beam irradiation time was obtained by              

the angular coefficient of the polynomial fit, which was 74.5 nm min-1 and 18.9 nm               

min-1 respectively. 

 

3.2 Focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) 

 

Fig. 5 displays scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the 32 min pellet             

area selected for the beam cross-section. Fig. 5a shows the surface of the pellet              

irradiated for 32 min and Fig. 5b-d display the pruned rods by the gallium ion beam                

with a prune depth of 0.5, 1.0 and 3.0 μm, respectively.  



 

Fig. 5 – (a) FIB-SEM images of the pellet area selected for the beam cross-section;               
images of the pruned rods by gallium ion beam with prune depth of (b) 0.5, (c) 1.0 and                  
(d) 3.0 μm, respectively, and (e) the area analyzed from the sum of all X-ray collected                
data during EDS acquisition  
 

Fig. 5e shows the SEM-EDS analysis that was performed in the selected area of              

the pruned cross-section made by gallium ion beam. The presence of carbon (79.7% σ              



0.2), iron (6.1% σ 0.1), oxygen (4.5% σ 0.1) and gallium (9.7% σ 0.1) along the rods                 

was observed after the cross-section made by FIB. However, the EDS analysis indicated             

a higher proportion of oxygen on the top of the rods compared to the middle and base.                 

As already mentioned, the difference in the morphological structure between the top and             

base of the rods possibly arises from the difference in structural features. Since the top               

of the rods has a greater oxygen concentration, the proportion of sp3 carbon in this               

region is expected to be higher than that in the middle and base. This sp3 carbon,                

especially on the top, appears in form of oxygen-bonded carbon, mainly as hydroxyl,             

carbonyl, carboxyl, among others[81]. Most of the oxygen on the top of the rods is due                

to the high exposure surface and consequently the high surface interaction with O2 in              

the air compared to the inner structure of the pellet. A transformation in the carbon               

hybridization occurs when the electron beam irradiates the graphite pellets, turning the            

sp2 carbon layered in pristine graphite into oriented graphite and nanographite, followed            

by an amorphization process to sp3 carbon. Therefore, on account of the delamination of              

graphite layers and oxygen-bonded carbon formation, the EDS analysis gave support to            

the structural transformation and amorphization processes observed by TEM analysis.  

 

3.3 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

 

Fig. 6b shows XRD patterns of pristine and electron-beam irradiated pellets. As            

observed, all XRD patterns are in well agreement with hexagonal graphite structure            

with space group P63/mmc, according to ICSD No. 76767[82]. The well-defined peaks            

for all samples indicate a high crystallinity degree at long range and an organized              

packing of sp2 carbon layers. The peaks located at 26.60°, 42.67°, 44.82°, 54.92°,             

60.10°, 77.89°, 83.93°, 85.59° and 87.43° correspond to the reflection of (002), (100),             

(101), (004), (103), (110), (112), (005) and (006) planes of the graphite structure,             

respectively. However, when considering the longest rods grown by electron beam           

irradiation, i.e., the pellet irradiated for 32 min, the thickness of the modified surface is               

too small compared to that of the whole pellet. Since the intensities of reflections from               

the graphite planes are relatively high due to the presence of pristine graphite in the bulk                

pellet, any structural modifications in the rods could not be detected in the XRD              

patterns because of the very low intensity compared to the bulk graphite. Therefore, the              

observed peaks of the hexagonal graphite structure in the XRD patterns of all prepared              

pellets are expected to have emerged from the bulk pristine graphite present in the              



pellets.  

3.4 Micro-Raman scattering spectroscopy 

 

Fig. 6c exhibits the Raman spectra of all prepared samples performed with an             

excitation laser of 785 nm (wavelength). The Raman spectra of the graphitic structures             

showed a characteristic Raman band located at approximately 1580 cm-1, called G band.             

This band arises from the Raman scattering by doubly-degenerated vibrational modes,           

namely in-plane optical transverse and in-plane longitudinal phonons in the center of            

the Brillouin zone[83–85]. Another band characteristic of the graphitic structures is the            

so-called D band, which arises from transversal optical phonons near the Brillouin zone             

corner K. This vibrational mode is related to the breathing mode of the six-atom rings of                

graphite, graphene and graphene oxide structures located at approximately 1350          

cm-1[85,86]. For the appearance of this D band, an activation by defects, such as              

structural disorder, vacancies, strain and edge effect, is required[84,85,87]. The Raman           

spectra of the pristine and all graphite pellets irradiated by electron beam showed             

significant intensities of both D and G bands, as seen in Fig. 6c. Another band located at                 

approximately 2700 cm-1 related to the double resonance of the D band was observed in               

all samples[85,88,89].  

The Raman band of the sample irradiated for  

8 min and higher times showed the emergence of a band located at approximately  

690 cm-1, which corresponds to the A g mode of magnetite (Fe3O4), being the             

characteristic most intense Raman band of this structure[90–92]. This observation          

corroborated the HRTEM analysis, in which no crystalline structure of magnetite was            

observed at lower irradiation times, being the Fe disposed of as clusters along with the               

particle. When the irradiation time is increased to 8 min, these Fe clusters interact with               

each other to form magnetite nanoclusters, as observed by the presence of Fe3O4             

particles in the sample irradiated for 32 min. The appearance of the induced disorder of               

D band for the pristine graphite sample possibly originates from the edge effects             

associated with the random orientation of graphite sheets throughout the pressed pellets.            

To evaluate the disorder degree in the graphitic structures by Raman spectroscopy, an             

analysis of the ID/IG ratio is frequently performed, where ID and IG are the Raman band                

intensities of the D and G bands, respectively[93–95].  

In order to compare the disorder degree of the pristine and irradiated samples,             

the ID/IG ratio was plotted as a function of electron irradiation time, as shown in Fig. 6d.                 



As observed, by increasing the irradiation time to 8 min, the ID/IG ratio significantly              

increases and then decreases with higher irradiation times. One of the factors            

responsible for the appearance and intensity of the D band is the edge effects. Since the                

electron beam irradiation induces the exfoliation of the graphite sheets to form fullerene             

and later carbon nanotubes, a great proportion of edges per volume in the initial times of                

irradiation compared with the pristine graphite would be expected. This is confirmed by             

HRTEM analysis of the sample irradiated for 2 min, which revealed the presence of              

giant fullerene particles and polycrystalline graphite. However, by increasing the          

irradiation time, the multi-walled carbon nanotubes generated from giant fullerene begin           

to unroll to form a packed structure, the oriented graphite, whose presence was observed              

during the SAED analysis. The results indicate that this oriented graphite contributes to             

a decrease in the D-band intensities compared to the G band since the structural disorder               

is lower than in the polycrystalline structure. In a polycrystalline material, it would be              

expected a higher density of edges per volume than in a highly oriented and              

monocrystalline material, thus resulting in a decrease of the ID/IG ratio for increasing             

irradiation time. The presence of a higher proportion of oriented graphite in the sample              

irradiated by electron beam for 32 min resulted in an ID/IG ratio lower than that of the                 

pure graphite.  

 
3.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)  

 

Fig. 6e shows the XPS survey spectra of the pristine and pellet samples irradiated              

by electron beam. As expected, the surface analysis of the pristine graphite indicated             

only the presence of carbon with a minor proportion of oxygen, while the pellets              

irradiated by electron beam revealed the presence of these elements together with iron             

and chromium. Fig. 6f shows the elemental percentage content of surface composition            

as a function of electron beam irradiation time for all pellet samples. By increasing the               

irradiation time, the iron content increases until 8 min of irradiation, showing the             

presence of iron in the surface region, possibly in the edge of giant fullerene structures.               

Above 8 min of electron beam irradiation, the iron content slightly decreases, possibly             

indicating the diffusion of magnetite particles to the bulk of the rod-like particles, as              

observed by the HRTEM analysis. In addition, the oxygen content increases up to 16              

min of irradiation, indicating the formation of Fe3O4 magnetite structures and           

amorphous C sp3 hybrid orbitals. Note that the increase of oxygen content is abrupt until               



8 min of irradiation, which is when the emergence of the Ag Raman band of magnetite                

occurred, confirming the formation of magnetite particles. Along with the decrease in            

the iron content at higher irradiation times, the oxygen content also decreases on             

account of the diffusion of magnetite to the bulk of rod-like particles. Nevertheless, a              

remarkable content of oxygen is still present in the surface region of the sample              

irradiated for 32 min due to the presence of C sp3 in its outermost layer, as observed by                  

the HRTEM analysis.  

 

 



Fig. 6 – (a) Average measurements (n=10) of the lengths and width of the rod like                
structures for each pellet as a function of irradiation time, (b) XRD patterns of all pellet                
samples, (c) Micro-Raman spectra of all samples, (d) ID/IG ratio against electron beam             
irradiation time, (e) XPS survey spectra of all samples and (f) Elemental content of              
surface composition. 
 
 
 

3.6 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

 

Fig. 7a shows the TEM image of a rod-like particle withdrawn from the pellet              

irradiated for 32 min, where an estimated length of 1.64 μm can be seen, which is in                 

good agreement with the average particle length obtained by the FE-SEM analysis. In             

order to explore such rod-like structure, selected area electron diffraction (SAED)           

measurements were carried out on the top, middle and base of the withdrawn rods. Fig.               

7b-d display TEM images of the rod-like structures with the selected area for the              

electron diffraction patterns together with their corresponding crystalline planes. The          

electron diffraction patterns of the base of the rod indicated the presence of well-ordered              

monocrystalline graphite as the unique structure composing this region as well as a             

growth oriented to the (002) direction. The (002) plane was identified as the most              

intense crystalline plane in the graphite structure, with an interplanar distance of 3.39 Å,              

which is in concordance with the ICSD No. 76767[82]. The SAED analysis of the              

middle of the rod also showed the presence of monocrystalline graphite with a high              

degree of orientation towards the (002) direction compared to the base (see Fig. 7d),              

which can also be related to the reduction in the sample thickness. 

 

Fig 7 – (a) TEM images of the rod-like particle of G-32 sample with average particle                
length; TEM image and SAED patterns of the (b) base, (c) middle and (d) top of the                 



rod-like particle of G-32 sample.  
 

However, the SAED analysis of the top of the rod-like particle showed a             

different diffraction pattern compared to the other regions (middle and base). As            

expected in this study, the iron oxide present in the structure was identified as the               

element composing the particle. According to the SAED results, the diffraction patterns            

indicated the presence of Fe in the form of Fe3O4 (magnetite) cubic structure with              

Fd-3m space group, which is in well agreement with the ICSD No. 633020[96].             

Therefore, it can be concluded that the developed system for electron beam irradiation             

successfully allowed the implantation of Fe into the sample through steel sputtering of             

the high voltage acceleration anode during the EBI process, directing the catalysis for             

oriented growth of monocrystalline graphite.  

In order to obtain a better insight into the formation mechanism of the rod-like              

particle of graphite/magnetite structures, TEM analysis was performed on the graphite           

pellet irradiated by the electron beam for 2 min. The withdrawal of rod-like particles              

from the pellet surface followed the same procedure previously described for the pellet             

irradiated for 32 min. Fig.8a shows the TEM image of a particle irradiated for 2 min and                 

the corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the selected area in yellow lines. The              

FFT analysis indicated the presence of polycrystalline graphite and amorphous carbon,           

according to the (002) plane having an interplanar distance of 3.40 Å. The             

polycrystallinity of the graphite and a contribution of the amorphous carbon can be             

clearly observed due to non-periodic fringes random atoms dispersed along the particle.            

No crystalline particle of magnetite (Fe3O4) was observed in the graphite sample            

irradiated by electron beam for 2 min. However, through EDS analysis of this sample              

we could note the presence of iron dispersed along the rod-like particle, which were              

possibly disposed of as clusters, that is, iron-oxygen interactions forming the smaller            

repeating unit that later generates the crystal structure of magnetite. Because of the             

relatively short time of electron beam irradiation, these clusters did not have enough             

energy and time to organize themselves to form periodic repeating units, i.e., the             

crystalline structure of magnetite. 



 

Fig 8 – (a) TEM images of G-2 sample (a) with corresponding FFT of the region                
marked with yellow lines and (b) respective inset showing the giant fullerene particles.  



 

An interesting morphological structure observed in the graphite pellet sample          

irradiated for 2 min is the agglomerated spheres, as shown in Fig. 8b. It is well known                 

that fullerene molecules can form multi-shell structures by their self-encapsulation,          

which results in a larger cage of fullerenes[48,69,97–100]. The resulting structures by            

this self-increase in fullerene size can also be called either giant fullerene or onion-like              

fullerene. To form the fullerene cage, a family of this structure is possible presents that               

comprise a wide range of the number of carbons in fullerene structure[98,101–103].            

Among these, C60 is the most common and stable fullerene due to its symmetric strain               

distribution achieved by its spherical form, besides being the smallest fullerene whose            

pentagons has no other adjacent pentagons sharing carbon atoms[69,101–103].         

Mordkovich et al.[97] studied the formation of multi-shell fullerene particles by pulsed            

laser vaporization of a carbon target containing C60 species, which results in their             

encapsulation. Ugarte[69] reported that the electron beam irradiation of carbon soot and            

tubular graphitic particles by a high-resolution electron microscope induces the          

formation of onion-like particles. As previously described, the formation of pentagons           

in the graphite layer induced by electron beam irradiation can also be understood as              

Stone-Wales inverse defects, resulting in a fullerene. The van der Waals interactions are             

responsible for the packing of the multiple shells in the fullerene cage[47,104,105]. 

As reported by Iijima[106], the shape of a multi-shell fullerene is not always             

perfectly spherical; it appears as an irregular particle in the shells and edges due to the                

existence of another size of carbon clusters belonging to the family of fullerenes. As              

proposed by Kroto, the increase in the fullerene size leads to a cage with truncated               

edges, mainly in the C240 and C540 fullerenes[107]. According to Ugarte[69], the            

onion-like particles obtained in his work are composed of C60 molecules in the inner and               

center of the particle with a subsequent curling up of the graphitic shells above this               

molecule to form a multi-shell particle. The particles reported by Ugarte have an             

approximate diameter of 47 nm, although some spherical particles with several           

micrometers of diameter were also found. 

The observed agglomerated spheres in the sample irradiated for 2 min provides            

evidence of fullerene cage formation (giant fullerene). In the magnified region of Fig.             

8b, we can note that the particles have a quasi-spherical shape with some truncated              

edges, indicating the presence of a giant cage of fullerene. The quasi-spherical particles             

obtained in this work have different diameters of a few nanometers–the particle marked             



with a yellow dotted line rectangle has approximately 29.5 nm. Note that the innermost              

sphere comprised of concentric spherical shells clearly indicates a giant fullerene           

structure. As previously mentioned, electron beam irradiation is able to induce the            

coalescence process of fullerene, resulting in extended structures and carbon          

nanotubes[41,49,50]. This phenomenon can be observed in the orange rectangle in Fig.            

8b and the corresponding inset image, in which two giant fullerenes begin to coalesce to               

form an elongated carbon structure. Since the irradiation time was only 2 min (relatively              

low electron dose), the coalescence process of fullerene structures was incomplete[41],           

being possible to observe only the initial step of the elongated carbon structures. 

Some transition metals such as Ni[70], Al[72] and Fe[71,108–110] were          

reported to act as catalysts for the growth of fullerene. The main point here is based on                 

the Fe nanoparticle can improve cutting of graphite layer as Ni NPs cut graphene[111].              

In this way, initials buckyballs[112] can be formed and size can increase by             

temperature[101]. Fig. 8b also shows that some darkest regions are present in the giant              

fullerene, mainly on the edge of the particles, as observed in the yellow dotted line               

rectangle. These darkest particles are possibly metallic Fe, which is the main            

responsible for the catalytic growth of fullerene structures. Fig. 9a displays a surface             

region of the top of the rod-like particle irradiated by electron beam for 32 min and its                 

corresponding FFT of the selected area. According to the FFT analysis, this region is              

mainly composed of polycrystalline magnetite (Fe3O4) particles, corroborating the         

SAED results, and by an outermost layer of amorphous carbon. 



 

Fig. 9 –HRTEM images of the (a) surface region of the top of the rod-like particle 
irradiated by electron beam for 32 min and its corresponding FFT, and (b) the dark 
region corresponding to the dispersed polycrystalline magnetite.  
 

Still in the surface region of the top of this rod-like particle, a dark region               

corresponding to the dispersed polycrystalline magnetite region can also be observed in            

Fig. 9b, with a layer of approximately 8 nm in thickness and another (outermost layer)               

of approximately 12 nm. According to the FFT analysis, this outermost layer is             

composed of amorphous carbon with embedded magnetite particles. The 8-nm thick           

layer is seen as a characteristic multi-walled carbon nanotube, with a diameter similar to              

that obtained by Wirth et al., which was approximately 10 nm[109]. Besides the Fe              

contribution as a catalytic element for fullerene growth, iron oxide was also reported as              

a catalytic material for the growth of carbon nanotubes[109,110,113]. Morel et al.            



studied the effectiveness of magnetite particles (Fe3O4) as precursors for the synthesis of             

multi-walled carbon nanotubes (with approximate diameter of 9 nm) by aerosol-assisted           

chemical vapor deposition[113].  

Fig. 10 shows the EDS mapping of a particle from the graphite pellet irradiated              

by electron beam for 32 min. A higher proportion of carbon (blue distribution) can be               

seen in the base of the rod-like structure, with a concentration (73.81% σ 0.04) gradient               

decreasing toward the top of particle. The iron distribution has an opposite behavior             

compared to carbon, as marked by red distribution, which indicates a higher proportion             

(14.01% σ 0.03) in the top of the rod-like particle, with a concentration gradient              

decreasing toward the base. As expected, the presence of oxygen (12.18% σ 0.04) can              

be observed in the whole particle due to its contribution to the formation of magnetite               

particles and the amorphous carbon layer on its outermost surface. Fig. 10 also shows              

the high-angle annular dark-field imaging of the particle and the overlapping of the             

three colors. Therefore, the EDS analysis corroborated the structural distribution          

observed by SAED analysis of the whole rod-like particle.  

 

Fig. 10 – HAADF and EDS mapping images of the rod-like particle of G-32 sample               
showing the elements from the sum of all X-ray collected data during. 



 

It can be concluded that the contribution of Fe in this work is its use as a catalyst                  

for the growth of fullerene particles. After the formation of giant fullerene structures,             

the electron beam irradiation induces the coalescence of these spherical multi-shell           

particles, forming the multi-walled carbon nanotubes. It can be noticed that both Fe and              

Fe3O4 particles were observed remaining near the fullerene and multi-walled carbon           

nanotubes, indicating its release from the carbon structures. As aforementioned, a           

carbon nanotube can unroll to generate a graphene sheet, which in turn can pack to form                

the 3D graphite. A possible mechanism for the formation of rod-like particles is the              

appearance of several multi-walled carbon nanotubes that later undergo an unrolling           

process of their multi-walls into each separate wall to evolve into the main structure,              

thus increasing the diameter of the primary particle. In order to better understand the              

formation mechanism of the vertically distributed rod-like particles by iron implantation           

and electron beam irradiation, a further study will be conducted to explore more the              

theoretical and experimental insights.  

 

4. Conclusions  

 

The developed system for electron beam irradiation allowed to obtain and study            

the morphological and allotropic transformations of graphite structure, as well the           

implementation of the Fe as a catalytic material for the nucleation of fullerene.  

It can be concluded that the developed system for electron beam irradiation            

successfully allowed the implantation of Fe into the sample through steel sputtering of             

the high voltage acceleration anode during the EBI process, directing the catalysis for             

oriented growth of monocrystalline graphite and also the formation of magnetite           

particles embedded in the carbon structures. The electron beam irradiation induced the            

curling up process of graphite layers upon the fullerene to form the rod-like carbon              

structures, with sequential induced coalescence. Moreover, magnetite nanoparticles        

were observed embedded in the multiwalled carbon nanotubes and in the top of rod-like              

particles. 

We believe that the developed EBI equipment is capable of manipulating           

nanoparticles and probing the interaction forces between them. For such reason, what            

we demonstrated here can have a profound impact on physical and chemical sciences             

and open a new chapter in nanoscience. The present experiment now allows a detailed              



atomic resolution study on graphite and its allotropic transformations in carbon           

nanotubes.  

Further work includes a wide range of experiments in nanoscale systems to            

exploit the atomic precision of the developed EBI equipment as well as to study and               

understand the correlations between structure–function–technological applications and       

atomic structure. Therefore, these methods offer the ability to tailor the properties of             

nano- and micro-materials selectively, being a versatile route to fulfill the one-pot and             

“green-chemistry” objectives of synthesizing many types of nanomaterials with novel          

properties and functions. The use of these green synthesis methods could help minimize             

the toxicity of nanomaterials since they eliminate the use of hazardous and toxic             

reagents.  
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Fig S1 - FE-SEM images of the surface and cross-section of pristine carbon  
 

 


